HEADLINE: NKU Picked as Partner by IBM/Blue Brain Project

QUOTES

* This is almost as good as winning the NCAA basketball Championship.
  - Shaq, Dallas, TX
* IBM's Watson says, "Waves better when we work together!"

I AM A PROUD ALUMNUS OF NKU THAT WAS ACCEPTED AS A WORLD LEADER IN CUTTING EDGE BIO-RESEARCH.

SAID: Walt Watson
PRESIDENT
USA

SIDEBARS

Swiss scientists working on brain mapping announced they have chosen NKU as partner to expand implementation of project in health care education.

* NKU receives $200 million NSF grant for creating educational module for neuroscience education

FACTS & FIGURES

* 50 educators collaborate online in HIC
* 250 institutions bid for selection
* NKU's waiting list for College of Informatics exceeds 5,000
NKU is the model to follow!

Through an intentional mix of high impact experiences, NKU shows regional comprehensive universities how it's done.

**Quotes**

“NKU is my go-to university for new employees.”
-P&G CEO

“One of the best places to work”
-NKU Faculty

“NKU is my school of choice!”
-ISP scholar

“NKU is like a second home. They welcomed me even before I set foot on campus.”
-SS Foundation, junior

**Facts & Figures**

- 25,000 students in 2025
- External funding reaches $25M
- NKU is now a HSI
- 25% students live on campus

**Sidebar**

- Record-breaking enrollment
- Every student engaged in a research experience
- Most diverse (and successful) student population in KY
- Safest campus 5 years running
- Lumina grants largest award in history for curriculum innovation
Outstanding University Edition

NKU STUDENTS WIN NOBEL PEACE PRIZE
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPED WILL
PROTECT THE WORLD!

QUOTES

"The U.S. is a significantly safer place due to the dedication of the students at NKU." - President

"It was an honor and a privilege to work on this project. To know that the technology we developed
led to thwarting a large terrorist attack is exhilarating and humbling." - [Name]

SIDEBARS

$20MM gift helps NKU students change the future.

Facts & Figures

90% NKU Cybersecurity graduates hired by NSA + other security

Best

NKU rated in top 10 Colleges

Universities + World Report
NKU Leads Nation's Fight Against Addictions

Outstanding University Edition

Photos

Quotes

"My addiction counsellor, Dr. Lindsay Lohan, NKU professor, saved my life."
- Taylor Swift

"No, Jennifer Lawrence was better."
- Kanye West

SIDEBARS

Rolling Stones concert will kick off celebration

Facts & Figures

- Largest gift in NKU history
- Addictions reduced tenfold in KY

NKU has transformed Cincinnati into being #1 in Best Cities to Live In.
50 Shades of GOLD

Newly elected KY Governor Geoff Mearns closes UK + U of L + diverts funds to NKU

In an unprecedented move, Gov. Mearns, in consultation with his AG, George Clooney, and Secretary of State, Ashley Judd, moved $2 billion to NKU's CAS! $30,000 to the other colleges.

NKU faculty celebrate... An end to austerity!

President H. Clinton opens third term by approving Mearns' decision.

SIDEBARS

NKU wins national award for innovative General Education program

NKU becomes model of Inclusive Excellence

NKU's newly formed football team loses first game 400-6 to Rutgers coach Ken Jones retaining assistant cells for more flashy foot work.

PHOTOS

Former University of Louisville President Matt Bevin is left in a precarious position.

FACTS & FIGURES

Lady Norse basketball reaches final four for the 3rd straight year

10% raise for faculty and staff

NKU faculty ranked in the top 10 by U.S. News + World Report
The New York Times

Outstanding University Edition

CDC opens Comprehensive Center on Alcohol, Tobacco, and Substance Abuse

Photos

Quotes

"We selected NKU because they are a leader in population health, data analysis and delivery. Their HIC model has been replicated nationwide." — CDC Director

"We are so pleased with our investment in NKU and its benefits to our programs." — KY Governor

"Our faculty's ability to address important local and national health issues since 2000.

Sidebars

- NKU invents android health assistant to help patients manage their healthcare. It masters AI's ability to be empathetic and supportive.
- CDC will pay for new office and research

Facts & Figures

- NKU eliminates substance abuse in Northern Kentucky
- NKU's health analytics & Bio teams found remedy for E. coli in 2019.
- NKU's graduates are sought worldwide for their cutting edge preparation.
A Kentucky university takes a leap of faith and a sledgehammer to reshape higher Ed.

"We don't build walls, we tear them down. We build relationships!"  
Alex Smith

"I can't believe that we had the chance to design our own learning spaces... and faculty!... It was awesome!"

On a scale that no university had yet attempted, NKU breaks down walls to create open spaces to foster student creativity. Students take the "if you build it, they will" and faculty meet them on the students' newly designed turf.

Cost savings used to fund coaching and learning initiatives.

"I am so very proud!"
President Beshoff

PHOTOS
THIS IS NOT A-LEPPO

SIDEBARS
FACTS & FIGURES